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Data privacy: Are we focusing on the wrong
thing?
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5G is about to become reality
2019 saw the launch of the first permanent 5G network
at London Fashion Week, and this really did mark the
beginning of the 5G era. We expect it to expand
significantly over the next few years as we enter the
fourth age of connectivity. It’s possible that the upgrade
to 5G may be the most significant enabling event in the
brief history of the internet.
5G, the next-generation mobile framework, started to roll
out in 2019. It will set new expectations of opportunities
to advance the way we interact with each other, and
with both our communication and content choices and
the built environment. Simply put, 5G is a new set of rules
and standards that guide smartphone manufacturers
and network operators to create a more efficient mobile
experience.
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The UK is poised to
upgrade
5G is about to become reality. 1 in 5
adults intend to upgrade to 5G. This
increases to 1 in 3 of 18-34s.
Being locked down under Covid and
experiencing WIFI issues has made
people even more ready for 5G. 71% of
consumers have experienced poor
network coverage at some point (83% of
18-34s). Now more people are aware of
the benefits of 5G than ever before, and
it feels more relevant to our lives. 45% of
the UK were aware of the 5G benefits in
March, rising to 60% in Sept.
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Helped along by the iPhone
12 launch
The iPhone launch will be a potential watershed moment
with 51% of UK mobile users on iOS.
At the Apple Launch Event last year Tim Cook announced
that all phones in the iPhone 12 line up come with 5G. The
technology was front and centre in Apple's virtual launch.
The iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro became the world’s first
and second best selling 5G phones, accounting for over
24% of all 5G phone sales globally in October last year.
This coupled with aggressive government roll out plans for
5G networks including a new spectrum auction in Jan 2021,
this has potential to be the 5G moment we’ve all been
waiting for.
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5G will be adopted faster than any other tech
break through
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It will enable genuine real
time communication
1G gave us voice, 2G gave us text, 3G gave us basic
mobile computing, 4G gave us streaming, location apps
and gave rise to the gig economy.
The big difference with 5G is with the speed of data
transmission. To put 5G power into context, 1.4gb/s is one
hundred thousand times greater than a 14.4 kb/s dial-up
modem. Imagine a garden hose. The water flowing
through it is data at 4G. 5G tech makes it a hula hoop. So
shorter, but also wider. And much, much faster. To put it into
numbers, at the moment it takes approximately 100
milliseconds for information to travel across a network. This is
fast, but there is a still a lag that makes it impossible to
communicate in real time. With 5G this latency goes down
to 1 millisecond. 1 MILLISECOND.
So 5G will enable genuine real time communication. And
when we can communicate over a network in real time,
proximity suddenly won’t matter any more.
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The virtual world will be as
quick as the real world
The mass adoption of 5G will remove lots of the remaining friction
and latency associated with data-heavy online experiences,
creating a virtual world as quick as the real world. A world where
proximity no longer holds us back and where data is transferred
instantly is a fundamentally different world.
Augmented Reality would be table stakes for industries like retail
and sport. Imagine a clothing retailer where you could try
everything on via AR. Imagine a gym where your biometrics
were measured in real time and altered your work-out in
response to them. 5G will also release the bots, with instant
connection giving rise to genuine scaleable automation in
factories, farms and tech companies as just a few examples.
And without the barriers that the need for proximity brings, we
see the pathway to digital therapeutics with patients treated at
home via the help of VR and AR.
5G will fundamentally change the way we do business, the way
we advertise, the way we buy, the way we exercise, the way we
produce.
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For us in the short term it means
no more “buffer face” or “Zoom
freeze face”
The world is going mobile and we're consuming more data every year.
Existing spectrum bands are becoming congested, leading to
breakdowns in service, particularly when lots of people in the same
area are trying to access online mobile services at the same time. For
us, especially locked down under Covid, that means loading times,
patchy Zoom calls and BUFFER FACE.
5G is much better at handling thousands of devices simultaneously.
So, whatever we do now with our smartphones we'll be able to do it
faster and better.
If you are a gamer you will see less delay when pressing a button on a
controller and seeing the effect on screen.
If you are watching a mobile video, it should be near instantaneous
and glitch-free. If you are watching a movie on a Saturday night, you
could download a high-definition film in a minute or so.
And for those working from home, video calls should become clearer
and less jerky with no break in connection and no awkward freeze
faces.
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So, what are the
opportunities for
brands?

What does a blurring of lines between IRL and IVL
mean for brands?
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1. Blurring of physical and virtual
in commerce
We expect large growth in mixed and augmented reality
capability. And this has implications for how we shop, try and
buy products.
In a Covid world where trying products in reality has become
increasingly difficult, this opens up a virtual world of try before
you buy.
So, you could try on clothes or shoes using AR, without leaving
your home.
Or, for example, you could park your new car on the
driveway before you buy it. Virtual reality is a popular option,
and one being tested by many brands. With a VR headset,
these test drives allow us to see cars inside and out. AR tech
allows us to place a car on our street and have a closer look
with just our phones and no specialist equipment.
You can also augment your physical footprint with virtual
additions to bring to life your brand. And big players like
Snapchat have introduced things like Local Lenses which blur
the line between the real and virtual world. All brands with
physical footprints should think about how to use their estate
in virtual platforms.
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Adidas AR Drops
Adidas launched the Ultraboost 19, but they only had a picture of the shoe, so
the challenge was to get sneakerheads talking about a show that hadn’t
even been released. So, they used Apple Air Drop to create a medium for a
digital, AR, try on. And they targeted this to people in Nike stores and other
sneaker shops trying on other shoes. Then they dropped the experience into
phones at basketball games, gigs, fashion stores. People could try on the new
trainer by just pointing their phone at their feet.
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Malteser Bunny Hunt
Maltesers created Snapchat’s first ever AR scavenger hunt, inviting the UK to
hunt down Malteser Bunnies for a chance to win £5000.
By using Snapchat’s AR technology, they turned OOH phone kiosks into bunny
hunting beacons across the country, creating a unique spin on the classic
Easter hunt tradition.
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2. Blurring of physical and virtual
world in experiences
VIRTUAL EVENTS WITH LIVE INTERACTIONS
Virtual live events are already here. Billie Eilish’s Where Do We
Go livestream, Little Nas X’s gig in Roblox or Travis Scott’s live
gig in Fornite pointed to the enormous potential here,
What does 5G add? 5G adoption adds location capability –
tech-enabled live events offer all of the opportunity of live
with none of the limitations of capacity, ticket price or human
capability.
It also offers the chance to create next level experiences, for
virtual events in virtual worlds and environments to have not
only high fidelity but also real-life interactions in real time.
They will feel like real experiences with all the real time
interactions and immersiveness but in the virtual world.
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2. Blurring of physical and virtual
world in experiences

LIVE EVENTS WITH VIRTUAL INTERACTIONS
The other acceleration we will we see with 5G is the overlay
of virtual interactions onto live events. This has grown
massively over Covid as people can’t actually attend events
in the flesh but want to interact with them and get closer to
the action. For example, when the Premier League started
up again without fans in the stadia, it was notable for a lack
of atmosphere, so they used virtual integrations to make up
for this. They took crowd noise simulated from FIFA and
played it over the games.
And it’s also about adding virtual interactions into physical
experiences for fans, for example, with the Superbowl.
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NBA and Ryot

The NBA created virtual integrations at its games, with VR cameras
mounted on scoring tables around the stadium. These gave viewers
at home an immersive 360 VR experience, effectively a courtside
seat, from wherever in the courtside you wanted to be.
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Fanta Twisted Carnival

At the heart of Fanta’s association with Halloween for the past few years has been the kind of
tech activations that will be dramatically enhanced by the rollout of 5G. In 2018 and 2019,
meanwhile, to amplify our real live experience called ‘The Twisted Carnival’, we launched
increasingly sophisticated Snapchat portals and lenses, delivering highly engaging but
fearsomely frightening AR content directly to people’s phones. Brilliant though they were, 5G
would have made The 13th Floor more portable, and the ‘The Twisted Carnival’ even more
immersive.
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But what are the watch outs
for brands?
When 5G reaches scale, consumer expectations will rise,
fast. We are already all about instant gratification, and that’s
just with 4G.
The 5G generation will not tolerate any kind of friction. Any
owned assets, websites and apps, will need to be ready to make
the most of the data available.
Those who win will need to be absolutely frictionless.
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5G, finally…
The scaling up of 5G will mean a completely connected
world over time. This will inevitably mean media
consumption will increase as users stream high-quality video
on the go and when the linear relationship between data
consumption and cost is broken. The increase in available
bandwidth will be an accelerant for both augmented and
virtual reality technologies, as well as for applications. This
will have significant impact to your business from being able
to truly connect the home, allowing for all products and
services to be accessed and the full benefits to be fully
realised. It will also allow for more immersive experiences in
the home for new customers.
In such a world there is an opportunity for brands to
maximise the blurring of lines between the physical and the
virtual, between live and not live to create enriched
experiences for their audiences and enriched ways of trying
and buying products. Beyond media, when 5G really lands
it will turbo-charge so many areas of our life, from driverless
cars to telemedicine.
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For more information:

We have mobile specialists across the WPP
network, some of whom work directly with mobile
networks, so we have a main line of the latest
information and roll out of 5G, meaning we are
best placed to make sure you are moving in the
right direction, this topic will be added to the next
Innovation session and all trends will be tracked
and logged.

Richard Britton
Head of Digital Consultancy
Richard.britton@Mediacom.com

There is so much going on and every brand is
different, but we are perfectly placed to help you
navigate this space so please do reach out to us
to have a chat or a free consultation with blink
Consultancy and your MediaCom planner.

Lindsey Jordan
Joint Head of Strategy team
Lindsey.jordan@Mediacom.com
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